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skilled learn by working either with a professional or the
better amateur.
Many a student from a university or training college
would say he first learnt to act under such conditions or
first learnt to sift evidence in a small and friendly seminar.
The knowledge of what it meant to him to take however
humble a share in an enterprise with far better people than
himself will make him, at any rate, a ready convert to the
idea that it is working with the expert, rather than for,
that trains.
formal training in social ethics
There are certain subjects specifically introduced into
the curriculum with the view of teaching social conduct—
to some extent religious teaching has the aim in view while
citizenship, covering a somewhat heterogeneous mass of
information and activities, is introduced solely with this
aim. Most history teachers would assert that their sub-
ject was the most obvious and direct means of instruction
in social life and certainly geographers could find much
evidence to substantiate their claim, for they have great
scope in enlarging the sympathetic imagination of their
pupils. Musicians rightly claim the possession of a
language rousing international response and modern
language teachers could, of course, have the ball at their
feet.
The fact that there are so many just claims to teaching
social ethics in one of its forms surely points to the
suggestion that it does not directly depend on any body
of subject-matter or any special method. History could
be -used to train a belief in dictators, geography to glorify
great empires and, if it is maintained that we should first
learn to be good citizens, citizenship could bring up
a generation of very little Englanders. Moreover, direct
instruction tends to defeat itself, for as the prestige
suggestion of the teacher wanes and the new generation

